The influence of thyroid disorders on the state of brain’s bioelectrical activity in pregnant women

Abstract. Background. Thyroid disease is the second most common endocrine disorder after diabetes in pregnancy. Thyroid hormones are crucial for the growth and maturation of many target tissues, especially the brain and skeleton. During critical periods in the first trimester of pregnancy, maternal thyroxine is essential for fetal development as it supplies thyroid hormone-dependent tissues. The purpose of the study was to research the features of the bioelectrical activity of the brain in pregnant women with thyroid pathology and determine the frequency of such changes. Materials and methods. The state of bioelectrical activity of the brain was evaluated by electroencephalography in 160 pregnant women with thyroid pathology. The biopotentials of the brain were studied with software and hardware complex DX-NT32 (DX Complexes software, Kharkiv, Ukraine) and computer processing of electroencephalography data. Electrodes in the amount of 16 pieces were applied according to the international scheme 10/20 in the bipolar interpretation. Results. Specific changes in electroencephalograms characteristic of each type of thyroid pathology and dependent on its severity were revealed in pregnant women. Acquired disorders adversely affect the course of pregnancy and childbirth in women with thyroid pathology. Increased anxiety with depressive tendencies, reduced general activity, a feeling of depression, anxiety, and low mood were detected in women with thyroid disorders. The identified criteria make it possible to attribute these changes to the manifestations of a pathological neurotic state in conditions of maladaptation, which was confirmed by electroencephalography data. Conclusions. The detected disorders of spontaneous and evoked brain activity indicate the existence of a cerebral basis of psychological stress, which has a qualitative effect on electroencephalography. Acquired disorders negatively affect the course of pregnancy, childbirth, perinatal outcomes, and future development of the child. Keywords: pregnant women; thyroid gland; diffuse non-toxic goiter; diffuse toxic goiter; electroencephalography

Introduction

Thyroid disease is the second most common endocrine disorder after diabetes in pregnancy. Thyroid hormones are crucial for the growth and maturation of many target tissues, especially the brain and skeleton. During critical periods in the first trimester of pregnancy, maternal thyroxine is essential for fetal development as it supplies thyroid hormone-dependent tissues. The ontogeny of mature thyroid function involves organogenesis, and maturation of the hypothalamus, pituitary, and the thyroid gland; it is almost complete by the 12th–14th gestational week. In case of maternal hypothyroidism, substitution with levothyroxine must be started in early pregnancy. After the 14th gestational week, fetal brain development may already be irreversibly affected by lack of thyroid hormones [1].

Thyroid disorders represent one of the most frequent complications of pregnancy associated with adverse obstetric, fetal, and neonatal outcomes, especially in case of delayed diagnosis and suboptimal management [2]. Adequate thyroid hormone availability is important for an uncomplicated pregnancy and optimal fetal growth and development. Overt thyroid disease is associated with a wide range of adverse obstetric and child development outcomes. An increasing number of studies now indicate that milder forms of thyroid
dysfunction are also associated with these adverse pregnancy outcomes. The definitions of both overt and subclinical thyroid dysfunction have changed considerably over the past few years, as new data indicate that the commonly used fixed upper limits of 2.5 or 3.0 mU/l for thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) are too low to define an abnormal thyroid function [3].

Research shows that during pregnancy, the size of the thyroid gland increases by 10 % in countries with adequate iodine stores and by approximately 20 to 40 % in countries with iodine deficiency. During pregnancy, thyroid hormone production increases by around 50 % along with a similar increase in total daily iodine requirements. Thyroid dysfunction in pregnant women including hypothyroidism and hyperthyroidism requires close monitoring and treatment as warranted. Occasionally, pregnancy may be complicated by thyroid nodules and thyroid cancer requiring further intervention [4].

It should be noted that metabolic and vascular disorders caused by a deficiency of thyroid hormones in the body of a pregnant woman contribute to brain damage, affect subcortical and mesodiencephalic structures, which play a significant role in brain electrogenesis [5, 6]. Electroencephalography (EEG) remains the main method for assessing the functional state of the brain. It makes it possible to determine the localization, degree and nature of disorders in the brain in various pathologies by the severity and nature of changes in bioelectrical activity [7].

The aim of our study was to research the features of the bioelectrical activity of the brain in pregnant women with thyroid pathology and determine the frequency of such changes.

Materials and methods

The state of bioelectrical activity of the brain according to the EEG data was studied in 160 pregnant women with different thyroid disorders (Table 1). The diagnosis of thyroid pathology was established based on clinical data, the results of hormonal studies (serum levels of TSH and free thyroxine).

The biopotentials of the brain in the subjects were studied with software and hardware complex DX-NT32 (DX Complexes software, Kharkiv, Ukraine) and computer processing of EEG. Electrodes in the amount of 16 pieces were applied according to the international scheme 10/20 in the bipolar interpretation [8]. The examination was carried out in a semi-reclining position of the patient in a darkened room. The examination protocol consisted of 7 functional tests of 32 seconds each with closed and open eyes; 3 sequential stages of hyperventilation, combined photo-audio stimulation in 2 and 20 Hz mode. Recording artifacts were extracted by means of digital filtering both during the recording process and the analysis of the archived electroencephalographic curve (with filters FTS-35 Hz; FAC-0.35 Hz) [9].

The use of computer EEG analysis made it possible to reduce subjectivity in the interpretation of bioelectrical activity; and the use of the homographic EEG method in the system allowed for assessing the spatial localization of the focus of pathological activity.

Results

An important point for determining the specificity of EEG changes depending on the type and severity of thyroopathies was, in our opinion, the uniformity of age and timing of gestational parameters among the groups. Therefore, the results of the distribution of the examined pregnant women are presented in Table 1.

As it is shown in Table 1, the age criterion and gestational period of the subjects were homogeneous, with no significant differences (p > 0.05).

During the electroencephalographic examination of pregnant women with stage 1 diffuse non-toxic goiter, regular alpha and beta rhythms were recorded. The percentage of theta and delta activity did not exceed the permissible limits of normal EEG (up to 15 %). We have not registered irritative, diffuse or paroxysmal changes in this group of pregnant women.

Changes in the bioelectrical activity of the brain detected on the EEG with stage 2 diffuse non-toxic goiter were mainly bore signs of diffuse disorganization of a polymorphic nature of various variants of paroxysmal manifestations, as well as a decrease reactivity on functional tests. Attention was drawn to a decrease in alpha and beta rhythms, in their amplitude and frequency (Fig. 1). The percentage of theta and delta waves of activity increased to 30 %. These changes increased depending on the progression of the severity of diffuse non-toxic goiter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Weeks of pregnancy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pregnant women with stage 1 diffuse non-toxic goiter</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>26.17 ± 0.68</td>
<td>20.83 ± 0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnant women with stage 2 diffuse non-toxic goiter</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>27.53 ± 0.87</td>
<td>20.73 ± 0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnant women with stage 1 diffuse toxic goiter</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24.85 ± 1.16</td>
<td>20.50 ± 0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnant women with stage 2 diffuse toxic goiter</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26.30 ± 1.17</td>
<td>20.55 ± 0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnant women after thyroidectomy</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>28.40 ± 1.07</td>
<td>20.80 ± 0.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: significance of differences in the corresponding indicators of pregnant women: p1 — with stage 1 diffuse non-toxic goiter; p2 — with stage 2 diffuse non-toxic goiter; p3 — with stage 1 diffuse toxic goiter; p4 — with stage 2 diffuse toxic goiter.
During the examination of pregnant women with diffuse toxic goiter, the bioelectrical activity of the brain was represented by slow-wave and acute-wave activity with signs of irritation of medio-basal structures in the form of flashes of sharp alpha-wave waves (Fig. 1).

At the same time, clinical manifestations of anxiety, irritability, nervousness, vegetative-vascular paroxysms were noted. A decrease in the content of TSH against the background of replacement therapy led to the occurrence of hypersynchronous alpha rhythm, paroxysmal activity of the affect sphere, which modified neurological symptoms in a drug-compensated hypothyroid state. Thyroid pathology affects not only the dysregulatory restructuring of the brain, but also the stability of cortical-subcortical-stem structures. When compensating for hypothyroidism, there is a potential reversibility of the above changes.

Weak correlation in pregnant women with a long history of thyroid disorders indicates the development of persistent cerebral disorders, which are associated not only with impaired thyroid function, but also with other pathological processes triggered in the body under hypothyroid conditions (lipid peroxidation, dyslipoproteinemia, cerebral hemodynamic disorders).

In all pregnant women with diffuse toxic goiter and thyrotoxicosis, interhemispheric asymmetry was pronounced due to the formation of a focus of slow-wave activity in the frontal-pole areas, the frontal intermittent rhythmic delta activity. These waves were detected only in the group of pregnant women with thyrotoxicosis (Fig. 2).

A characteristic EEG feature in pregnant women with hypothyroidism was the presence of sleep spindles and K-complexes corresponding to the second stage of sleep in healthy people. Sleep spindles presented in the form of flashes of diffuse activity with a frequency of 11–15 Hz, which were most pronounced in the central leads with an amplitude of 50 mV. The duration of the spindles was 0.5 to 3 seconds with bilaterally synchronous placement, suggesting a connection with the central median subcortical centers (thalamic specific and nonspecific nuclei). K-complexes arose spontaneously or in response to photostimulation, as flashes of activity of two-phase high-amplitude waves with an initial negative phase, lasting approximately 0.5 seconds.

Thus, it can be argued that for thyrotoxicosis, the characteristic EEG sign is the frontal intermittent rhythmic delta activity. With hypothyroidism in pregnant women, an EEG study reveals an epileptiform background.

Discussion

Thyroid dysfunctions such as hypothyroidism, thyrotoxicosis and thyroid nodules may develop during pregnancy leading to abortion, placental abruptions, preeclampsia, preterm delivery and reduced intellectual function in the offspring [11]. Epidemiological data have shown the significant role of maternal thyroid hormone in fetal neurologic development and maternal health [12].

It has been suggested that the deleterious effects of thyroid dysfunction can also extend beyond pregnancy and delivery to affect neuro-intellectual development in the early life of the child [13]. Pregnancy poses an important challenge to the maternal thyroid gland as hormone requirements are increased during gestation as a result of an increase in thyroid-binding globulin, the stimulatory effect of human chorionic gonadotropin on TSH receptors and increased peripheral thyroid hormone requirements [14].
Maternal thyroid dysfunction is associated with increased risk for early abortion, preterm delivery, neonatal morbidity, and other obstetric complications. Early diagnosis of thyroid dysfunction in pregnant women and treatment for thyroid dysfunction during pregnancy is important and cost-effective to avoid both fetal and maternal complications secondary to thyroid dysfunction [15].

Different studies have shown that thyroid dysfunction is common in pregnancy. The major causes for this dysfunction are hormonal and metabolic changes during pregnancy leading to profound alterations in the biochemical parameters of the thyroid function [16]. Understanding the normal physiological adaptation of the pituitary-thyroidal axis in pregnancy enables us to manage cases of thyroid dysfunction. Uncorrected thyroid function in pregnancy has adverse effects on fetal and maternal well-being [17].

Thyroid disease usually affects females of the reproductive age group and caring for these women during pregnancy requires close monitoring of both the mother and the fetus. Appropriate diagnosis, and management of thyroid dysfunction in the pre-pregnancy, pregnancy and post-pregnancy periods are important to minimize the risk of complications, long-term effects in the mother and fetus [18].

Clinical evaluation of the patient’s symptoms as well as laboratory testing should be done carefully to assess thyroid function during pregnancy [19]. All pregnant mothers are advised to undergo thyroid function testing, and those with thyroid dysfunction should be given appropriate treatment and follow-up until thyroid function returns to normal. Developmental follow-up of the babies born to mothers with thyroid dysfunction is also recommended in order to identify cognitive and other deficiencies as early as possible and provide appropriate management [20].

Anxiety and depression symptoms in pregnancy typically affect between 10 and 25 % of women. Elevated symptoms of depression and anxiety are associated with increased risk of preterm birth, postpartum depression, and behavioral difficulties in children.

Conclusions

Increased anxiety with depressive tendencies reduced general activity; a feeling of depression, anxiety, and low mood were detected in women with thyroid disorders.

The identified criteria make it possible to attribute these changes to the manifestations of a pathological neurotic state in conditions of maladaptation, which was confirmed by electroencephalography data.

The detected disorders of spontaneous and evoked brain activity indicate the existence of a cerebral basis of psychological stress, which has a qualitative effect on electroencephalography. Acquired disorders adversely affect the course of pregnancy, childbirth, perinatal outcomes, and future development of the child.
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Вплив патології щитоподібної залози на стан біоелектричної активності головного мозку у вагітних

Резюме. Актуальність. Захворювання щитоподібної залози під час вагітності є одними з найпоширенішими патологіями першого триместра. Тиреоїдний гормон має стрімку роль у розвитку організму, особливо у першому триместрі, коли активність глікогенолізу та глікогенозові розпади під час гестації є виключно за рахунок тиреоїдних гормонів, що впливає на стан біоелектричної активності головного мозку у вагітних.

Мета дослідження. Визначити особливості біоелектричної активності головного мозку вагітних і зі статистичною оцінкою частоти таких змін.

Матеріали та методи. У 160 вагітних із патологією щитоподібної залози визначали стан біоелектричної активності головного мозку методом електроенцефалографії. Біопотенціали досліджували за допомогою програмно-апаратного комплексу DX-NT32 з програмним забезпеченням DX Complexes (Харків, Україна) та комп’ютерної обробки електроенцефалограм.

Результати. Виявлені специфічні зміни на електроенцефалограмах, характерні для кожного виду тиреоїдної патології, що залежать від її тяжкості. Встановлені порушення негативно впливають на перебіг вагітності та пологів у жінок із патологією щитоподібної залози. У таких пацієнток виявлено підвищену тривогу з депресивними нахилами, зниження загальної активності, відчуття пригніченості, тривоги, зниження настрою.

Висновки. Порушення спонтанної та викликаної діяльності мозку свідчать про наявність церебральної основи психологічного стресу, що має якісний ефект на електроенцефалографічні дані. Набуті порушення негативно впливають на перебіг вагітності та пологів, перинатальні наслідки та подальший розвиток дитини.
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